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People often write in telling me my theories are whack, since no one is faking events.  Well, tell that to
a judge in New York who ruled the FBI is in fact faking events, and doing it just as I have claimed for
years.  That link is to the AP, not Stormfront.  In it we find judge McMahon ruling the FBI faked a
2009 “post 911” terrorism event in which down-and-out ex-cons allegedly targeted New York
synagogues.  

“The real lead conspirator was the United States,” McMahon wrote in granting the men’s
request for compassionate release.  

These men participated in what she called the government’s “made for TV movie.” But, the
judge added, “the sentence was the product of a fctitious plot to do things that these men had
never remotely contemplated, and that were never going to happen.”

In a scathing ruling, McMahon wrote that the FBI invented the conspiracy and identifed the
targets.

The FBI informant in this case is Shahed Hussain, alias Muhammad, supposedly a Pakistani who
became an FBI undercover agent.  

At trial, the jury heard testimony that Hussain was posing as a wealthy representative of a
Pakistani terrorist organization. He drove a BMW and other luxury vehicles provided by the
FBI to maintain his cover. He also made hundreds of hours of video and audio tapes of the
defendants picking targets and ranting against Jews.

However, note that his surname is Hussain, which is the same as Hussein, as in Saddam Hussein,
Barack Hussein Obama, etc.  A top hoaxing family, as we have seen in many papers.   And if he is
Pakistani, it is only in a few lines, since as it turns out he is also. . . Jewish.  He named his son Nauman,
which is not a Pakistani name.  It is a very old Israelite name that we have also seen in many papers.
Nauman is now in jail for manslaughter, by the way.

https://apnews.com/article/newburgh-four-terrorism-sting-fbi-compassionate-release-cromitie-40f7e967468de02b4b7ec2d331b0511e


Note these fake events involve synagogues and fake anti-Semitism.  

This isn't the only fake terrorism event Hussain has been involved in, either:

Hussain was a central player in an FBI sting targeting an Albany pizza shop owner and an
imam who were convicted of money laundering and conspiring to aid a terrorist group. Both
defendants said they were tricked by Hussain during the sting, which involved a business
loan using money from a fctitious missile sale.

More recently, a botched sting involving Hussain in Pittsburgh became the subject of a
documentary called "(T)error.” Hussain’s role in the Newburgh case was also the subject of
an HBO documentary.
   
A third film called  Witness documented in 2022 another fake event involving Shahed Hussain in 2005
in Albany.  In that one, the lead perp was also named Hossain, but because they have changed another
letter they don't even bother saying “no relation”.  But that wouldn't be my assumption.  Probably
cousins both paid to manufacture this event, which involved financing fake arms shipments to
terrorists.  

As for the HBO film, you would expect them to be selling the FBI's story, but surprisingly they weren't.
The documentary was saying the same things in 2014 that the judge is now saying.  Which takes us
another floor down the rabbit hole, since the FBI consulted on the HBO documentary.  Why would
they supply information to documentarians blowing their cover?  

Because this is a fake within a fake.  You can tell by judge McMahon's ruling, which still makes no
sense.  If these guys were entrapped, they should be released immediately, not in 90 days, and they
should be up for millions of dollars for time illegally spent in jail.  They would be up for that
compensation even if this was just a mistake.  But it wasn't a mistake, it was intentional, which means
the judge should be bringing up the FBI agents and their bosses for major crimes.  The bailiff should
have arrested the whole lot of them before they left the courtroom, for civil rights violations, fraud,
conspiracy, and about ten other major crimes.  Instead, the FBI is skating completely, with only the
usual scolding.  Do you think they will be chastened by the judge's sharp words?  You have to laugh.

This series of trials was faked like the rest, as usual to spin information that had already hit the
mainstream.  These bozos were never in jail, since they were actors like the rest.  Once they got caught
faking this event by private investigators, the clean-up crew was sent in to spin the whole thing, by
partially admitting the fake but making sure no one in government had to answer for it.  Also hiding the
true extent of the fake by making you think these guys were really entrapped, rather than just
government actors themselves.  That makes you think they really wanted to commit these crimes
targeting Jews, but that they were too stupid to do it without the FBI supplying them weapons and
know-how.  Judge McMahon says it outloud: the crimes and criminals were still heinous, which is why
she is reducing their sentences to time served instead of zero.  That leaves intact the anti-Semitic
foundation of the story, you see, which was the whole point of it from the start.  So that part of the
script magically survives, even after this grand admission of fraud.  After it is all said and done, the
Jews can say there are still these people targeting them, and that if not for the FBI, some of them might
succeed.  

So not only does everyone at the FBI skate, Congress continues to fully fund these offices and agents.  

https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/21/arts/television/the-newburgh-sting-on-hbo-about-bronx-bomb-plot.html
https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Filmmaker-reveals-deep-pain-caused-by-Albany-17427674.php
https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Filmmaker-reveals-deep-pain-caused-by-Albany-17427674.php


Another thing this fake news does is keep your eyes on the FBI and off the real big dogs at CIA, DIA,
NSA, DHS, ONI, Air Force and many other agencies.  It is the same thing we saw in alternative
coverage of January 6, where FBI has been the fall guy.  No one but me has fingered the Air Force or
other Pentagon actors there.  After Watergate, FBI was basically mothballed, with CIA taking over all
its interesting work and FBI just being this cardboard front to draw fire.  Somewhat like Congress and
the Presidency.  All are now staffed from Actors Equity.    


